
राजक य मिहला ातको र महािव ालय
 

Workshop On Publication Ethics
Government Girls’ P. G. College, Ghazipur conducted a workshop on 
dated 18.02.2022 in which Dr. Satyendra Singh and Dr. Shrikant Pandey participated as resource person
and total 59 participants were involved
 On occasion of the workshop, Prof. Savita Bhardwaj, Principal, Government Girls’ P. G. 
College, Ghazipur inaugurated with enlighten the lamp together with resource person and welcomed the 
resource person with addressing the participants & delegates. During the workshop session Prof. 
Bhardwaj reminds the duties of the editor, reviewers and author and said that if
person work with honesty then problem arises in research works checked by the software like 
SHODHGANGA and URKUND available in the affiliated V.B.S. Purvanchal University, Jaunpur.
 Dr. Satyendra Singh, high
their original research works, containing the sufficient detail and references, permitted the others to 
replicate the work. Knowingly inaccurate statements constitute unethical behavior and are unacceptable. 
Author should avoid plagiarism, submitting the same manuscript to more than one journal concurrently 
constitute unethical behavior and is unacceptable and acknowledgement of source.

Dr. Shrikant Panday also highlighted the role of editor, reviewer and author. 
focuses on the role of editor and reviewer. Dr. Pandey told if the editor and reviewer play their role 
honestly then the problem of pirated work will not occur. The peer review assists the editor in making 
editorial decisions and through the editorial communications with the author may also assist the author 
in improving the paper. Authors should ensure that where material is taken from other sources 
(including their own published writing), the source is clearly cited and that where
permission is obtained. Authors should not engage in excessive self
 Finally Dr. Sarvesh Singh, Assistant professor of  Botany, gives vote of thanks to all those 
resource person for providing their valuable times and
Singh also hope that everyone, who participate in this workshop learn more and more.
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Government Girls’ P. G. College, Ghazipur conducted a workshop on PUBLICATION ETHICS
dated 18.02.2022 in which Dr. Satyendra Singh and Dr. Shrikant Pandey participated as resource person

re involved. 
On occasion of the workshop, Prof. Savita Bhardwaj, Principal, Government Girls’ P. G. 

ugurated with enlighten the lamp together with resource person and welcomed the 
resource person with addressing the participants & delegates. During the workshop session Prof. 
Bhardwaj reminds the duties of the editor, reviewers and author and said that if
person work with honesty then problem arises in research works checked by the software like 

available in the affiliated V.B.S. Purvanchal University, Jaunpur.
Dr. Satyendra Singh, high-lighted the duties and responsibility of the authors should present 

their original research works, containing the sufficient detail and references, permitted the others to 
replicate the work. Knowingly inaccurate statements constitute unethical behavior and are unacceptable. 

r should avoid plagiarism, submitting the same manuscript to more than one journal concurrently 
constitute unethical behavior and is unacceptable and acknowledgement of source.

Dr. Shrikant Panday also highlighted the role of editor, reviewer and author. 
focuses on the role of editor and reviewer. Dr. Pandey told if the editor and reviewer play their role 
honestly then the problem of pirated work will not occur. The peer review assists the editor in making 

the editorial communications with the author may also assist the author 
Authors should ensure that where material is taken from other sources 

(including their own published writing), the source is clearly cited and that where
permission is obtained. Authors should not engage in excessive self-citation of their own work.

Finally Dr. Sarvesh Singh, Assistant professor of  Botany, gives vote of thanks to all those 
resource person for providing their valuable times and informative knowledge in the workshop. Dr. 
Singh also hope that everyone, who participate in this workshop learn more and more.
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